
Wha t  i f  f l owe r s  c ou l d  e nhance  you r  b eau t y…



Decisively feminine, Fleur’s highlights the powers of flowers in their
scientific, poetic and sensory dimensions to deliver effective and 
inspiring skincare.



Fleur’s blossomed in 1998: its creator, Brigitte Gédouin, decided to share her passion for
flowers and painting with beauty professionals. Her objective: train beauticians to be
beauty artists, true skin care experts, as talented in massage as in cosmetology.

Since then Fleur’s has created a sparkling collection with strong powers of 
attraction: refined signature scents fused with luxurious textures and rich colors.
Each product awakens the senses. Each treatment provides a unique and sensory
experience.

Fleur's combines high performance skincare, drawn from the exceptional effectiveness
of flowers, with delightful sensations. Thirty floral ingredients unite in the brand's 
Florarium, a scientific treasure that guarantees visible and proven beauty results.



Facial Treatments  Collection

Floraskin Youth Plumping Beauty Treatment      70 min

The intensely powerful, anti-aging Floral Bouquets are combined with an ultra-relaxing
massage for incomparable plumping results. The face regains its youthful freshness in one
treatment.

Bouquet of Youth Wrinkle Smoothing Beauty Treatment with Hot Stones     1h

Thanks to Intense Exfoliation Scrub and Youth Lifting Mask with Everlasting Flower,
expression lines fade and the complexion glows. Hot stone massage provides a moment
of true relaxation.  

1001 Flowers Radiance Moisturizing Beauty Treatment     1h

The skin is massaged with an exquisite Thousand Flowers Monoï Balm, followed
by an ultra-rich, soft creamy mask that infuses the skin with moisture.

Floral Softness Replenishing Soothing Beauty Treatment     1h

A delicate floral formula that pairs an extremely gentle concentrate with a creamy mask to
moisturize, soothe and calm sensitive and reactive skin. Redness fades, as the skin regains
its comfort.  

Floral Purity  Freshness Purifying Beauty Treatment     1h

Pure Radiance Mask and Purifying Floral Concentrate join forces to kiss blemishes and a
dull complexion goodbye. The skin is purified and rebalanced as a bright, glowing
complexion is revealed. 

Brightening Peel Translucency Facial Beauty Treatment     1h

Thanks to the action of Star Lily, this comprehensive treatment for the face, décolleté and
hands reveals wonderfully radiant skin. It is perfect for dull, uneven complexions and skin
with dark spots.





Golden Spa  Face and Body Beauty Ritual     1h
Body wrap, facial treatment with 24k gold powder and body massage
This gilded beauty treatment offers a dazzling experience, rejuvenating the skin while
relaxing the body. The exceptional regenerating power of 24K Gold is combined with two
anti-aging flowers to enhance the face and body.

Aromavédic  Relaxing Ayurvedic Ritual     1h30 (face and body) / 1h (body)
Energizing massage with apricot oil and complete facial treatment  
In a cloud of personalized essential oils (Delight, Relaxing or Energizing), expert hands
stimulate the energy centers to relieve tension. A true passport to well-being, this
comprehensive Ayurveda-inspired massage recharges the body with energy. Meanwhile,
the face receives a complete treatment to revive radiant beauty.

Face and Body Treatments  Collection 

Passion Flower  Peaceful Body Massage     1h / 1h30  (with body exfoliation)
Relaxing massage with exotic flowers
This totally encompassing massage promotes a gentle release of tension thanks to slow
stretching, enveloping techniques. The body and mind are released in a similar way as a
yoga session provides. The treatment experience can begin with an optional passionflower
showerless scrub.

Sultan’s Veil  Oriental Body Wrap     1h
Scrub, Rhassoul body wrap and oriental massage
This exotic beautifying treatment wraps the skin with wonderful softness. Detoxifying
Rhassoul is infused with a blend of argan oil and bewitching jasmine to transport you to
Morroco as the skin is infused with softness.

Delightful Body Ritual Beauty Enhancing Body Treatment     1h
Exfoliation and soft massage with poppy flower
This treatment starts with a mist of flowers that softly exfoliates the skin. An ultra-
nourishing mask is applied to the driest areas before being massaged over the entire body.
The result: incomparable comfort and satiny-soft skin. The signature scent is divine, the
relaxation is complete and the beauty of the body glorified.

Body Massages  Collection 



Face and Body Products Collection 

Attractive Catalog

Each product is the fusion of high-performance formulas, sensory textures and
exquisite olfactory identities for maximum effectiveness and pleasure of use

with each application.



Science of Flowers

In vitro efficacy tests 

The effectiveness of each active 
ingredient is proven on human skin cells 
before it is incorporated into the skincare

formulas.  

Production of active ingredients  

The scientific team uses green 
extraction techniques to minimize 
environmental impact and ensure 

maximum purity.  

Discovery and cultivation of flowers

The research laboratory selects the
most effective floral ingredients. 



Touch and Feel Skin Care 

Immersive experience 

Fleur’s treatments are inspired by
the dream-like world of flowers to
provide an emotional journey.  

Delicate fragrances

The floral scents are elegant
and feminine.

State-of-the-art textures

Each texture is carefully designed
according to the targeted skin type
and the desired finish and comfort.  
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Fleur’s
70, rue du Commandant L’Herminier - 35400 Saint-Malo - France

Tél : +33 (0) 2.23.18.31.18 - E-mail : fleur-s@fleur-s.com
www.fleur-s.com

Fleur’s USA
952 E. Woodoak Lane - Salt Lake City, UT 84117

Toll Free: 877.FLEURS.7
www.fleursusa.com


